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receive no attention. In no case will the writer’s name be printed
to the questions in The Etude. Questions that have no general
interest will not receive attention.]
Ques.—Will you please state in The Etude Question
Colnmn how t.o»set the Maelzel metronome to different
tempos? as for instance,'for waltz time it is set at 160;
also, how adjust it for pieces marked “ 80 allegretto ? ”
■ ■

■

i

.

.

M. E. J.

Ans.—Evidently you mean 160 — Jin waltz tempo.
Place the weight on the pendulum at 160, and allow a
tick for each quarter note. The other part of your
question is also not dear. The pendulum is placed at
80, bnt whether the value of quarter, eighth or half
note is allowed each tick is not explained by the word
“ allegretto.” See answer to a. u.

ranging over the whole field o
known by his piano compos
songs, chornses, psalms, str
overtures, etc.
Ques.—1. Why is the key
of two black keys called C ?
2. Why is “ Middle C ” so
answers to this last query.

Ans.—1. The designation
is an inheritance from the Gre
admitted in music was A, on
normal scale, was from A t
half tones between 2 and 3
normal scale has the half-tone
Ques.—Will you please tell me through the Question
and Answer Column of The Etude how the first part of 8 it begins on C, which was t
Rubinstein’s melody in F is played, that is, which hand series of sounds. It would b
should take the melody ? Also what a metronome mark if we could change the name
such as this—J — 80—would mean ?
A. b,.
that the series of letters a
Ans.—1. The melody in the piece mentioned is taken
coincide.
by the thumbs of both hands.' There are editions pub¬
2. Middle C is so called
lished in which such a method of playing it is indicated.
tween the bass and treble
It may be procured through the publisher of The Etude.
from what was called the g
2. The metronome mark signifies that a dotted quarter
which the clefs were placed,
should be played to each tick of the metronome. If the
piece be written in | time, there should be two ticks of
the metronome to each measure; in other words three
eighth notes must be played to each tick.
A. L. M.
Ques.;—Do you consider the following arrangement of
grades in music, studies, etc., sufficiently progressive for
pupils, or can you recommend a better ? .
Grade L—Kohler’s Op. 190, Bk. I; major scales one
octave ; major scales, two octaves.
—
Grade //.—Loesehorn’s- Op. 65, Bk. II; review
major scales; learn minor scales.
Grade III.—Loeschorn’s Op. 66, Bk. I; learn major
scales in thirds and sixths ; review mino^scales.
Grade /K—Czerny’s Op. 299, Bk. I and II; learn
minor in thirds and sixths; review major and minor
f*B.

.

--

--

.

_■■.

..

Grade V.—Czerny’s Op. 299, Bk. Ill and IV ; dia¬
tonic chords and arpeggios: chromatic scales.
Grade VI.—KalkbrenUer’s Op. 143, Bk. I and II;
general review of scales. Grade F/I.-^-Cramer’s Fifty Studies.
Grade VIII.—Bach’s Preludes and Fugues, Bk. I and
II; review Cramer’s Studies and Scales.

Ques.'—-What is the diffe
pitch and that of the other ?

Ans.—The pitch decreed
February 16, 1859, is A 435
That decree was caused
on the stage unless the pi
reached A 448 at Paris i
Vienna.
_
The French Government
action given above.
The same pitch, A 435,
Manufacturers’ Association

subject, which is really a very important one. Let us
note first that there are two radically different kinds of
touch used in playing the piano ; (1) the Mow touch*;
(2) the pressure touch. The quality of tone produced
by these two kinds ©f touches is generally so wide apart
that a trained ear will distinguish one from the other
almost as for as he can hear a piano. The tone produced
by pressure is smooth and harmonious. That produced
by a Mow,-except In- the ease of players who. have re¬
ceived long and severe training, is invariably coarse,
harsh, and repulsive. Even many experienced concertplayers never reach the point of producing a, fine quality
of tone, because tlieir technic is based on the “blowprinciple,” and they have never been able to so modify
the blow of the finger, hand, or arm upon the key as to
prevent harshness.
.,1 have come
to think
that
the. true fundamental
con..v'q
...
;
’
. •
1
dition of getting the best results in piano teaching, as re¬
gards the very important matter of tone quality, Is to use
pressure and not blow for everything to which pressure
can possibly be applicable. And I suspect there are
really very few things in piano-playing which cannot be
done better by means of pressure than by means of a
blow.
'
There are two ways of exerting pressure on piano
keys: (1) by a pull; (2) by utilizing lhe]naturnl weight
of the arm. Dr. Mason has, better than anybody else,
shown as. the value of the “ pull-touch ” and the best
means of accomplishing it. In Vol. I of “Touch and
Technic” he has Bhown that much which formerly was
dose by means of .a blow can be much better anti more
rapidly accomplished by means of a pull. There is no
high finger-action which will strengthen the fingers
nearly m rapidly as the two-finger exercise, and no
amount of high finger-action after tie manner of Plaidy
will give such a, touch and such a quality of tone as esa
speedily be acquired by the exercises in the volume just
referred to, of which the pull is always the fundamental
principle.
.
.
But there is an easier way of exerting pressure on ;i
piano key than by means of a pull % the finger—viz.,
by allowing the m
t of.n, v
may be, to press down the key. This Is best dose. as

may also obtain all the
the arm will give.
But it is not only
arm ” touch may be u
great deal of lyric pla
“pull-touch,” which ca
the natural weight of th
example, the D mino
47. This is one of th
lyric style and in disc
teach pupils to deliver t
Now I teach them to
very great gain, "both in
in ease of tone-product
progressive-minded teac
methods, to try the e
hangs from the shoulde
utilize this weight for
the same result by th
Especially when it is pre
produces an ideal qualf
is, at best, a modified b
tone can ever be produ
weight of the arm may
c aside 4 le 1 ei i wit
vided the wrist gives w
And I do not deny tha
of the modified Mow is
lieve that a fine, lyric
to be aimed at and tha
. and not by a blow, ho
that the “ up-arm ” to
not in the majority, o
means of bringing pres
piano.

—L should suggest th
ural aptitude for music,
tin e t > the attainment o
Such an aptitude ge
childhood, as, when it e
ure and attention in l
imitate the sounds it he
If successful in this a
its being gifted with a m

out injuring the sensitiveness of that pupil’s nature. And
if he is a really musical pupil he will be highly sensi-

Until the pupil knows his teacher well enough to feel
at ease in his presence,' he will make unusual mistakes
while performing before him, because of his embarrass¬
ment. PupilB seldom make a mistake without knowing
of their blunder, then for the teacher to point it out,
adding a severe criticism, makes the pupil feel as if in-!
suit had been added to injury. And the pupil is justified
in so feeling.

The successful teacher must not only gain the respect
of his pupils for his musicianship, character, and manli¬
ness, but he also must win the pupil’s good will as a
friend as well as a teacher. The pupil’s best advance¬
ment demands a complete confidence in his teacher, as
a man, a friend, a teacher, and a musician.

•Those teachers who dwell upon and appreciate the
excellencies of their pupils are by far the most popular
and successful. Pupils naturally appreciate their own
talents,and when the teacher can conscientiously coincide
with this, there is a great impulse to deeper, interest in,
'his musical studies, especially if the teacher succeeds in
convincing a pupil who has a marked amount of talent
and genius, that theBe gifts are a divine intimation that
by much hard work he can become an especially good
musician.
"
"
V
: ".

•One of the most essential parts of ^teacher’s work is
to create in his pupils an ambition to become superior •
performers. Everybody can read and write, therefore it
is thought to be nothing of an accomplishment. Nearly
everybody can playland sing a little, but there are $ very
few who can read io well as to charm a large audience
into paying a goodly fee for hearing them. And there
are only a few mnsicians who can perform well enough

mode. In onr modern
be considered as simply
fact that a beginning is m
that scale, followed by a
the sixth degree an oct
different scale, for its ton
termined by its leading to
The following example
viz.,

So called Melodic

-Z=

to which the harmonic a
which shows clearly how
the character of the scal

EX

•
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““Ih.the foregoing exam
sixth degree of the scal
strictly adhered to thro
tinned to a satisfactory c
tonic of that scale, nam
tone of the key of C, is h
”

ex

advance. They believe in being leaders in their art in
their communities, and are not satisfied to be followers.
Those teachers who are the most successful are them¬
selves indefatigable students. This fact should be more
generally appreciated in the musical profession. Not
only should teachers occasionally take a short or long
course from some musician that iB eminent, but should
constantly read and study as well as practice, and build
themselveB up technically and intellectually. The suc¬
cessful teacher must be on the lookout for illustrations,
drawing them from sources that are familiar to his pupils
and can be appreciated by them. His everyday experi¬
ences in teaching must be made a matter of thought and
contemplation, that he may successfully work them into
his self-improvement. When he finds it difficult to bring
about certain, results with a pupil there is a chance for
him to learn something by adapting methods to the indi¬
vidual needs of that pupil. Devices should be tried
until he has conquered, and if he is fertile in inventing
expedients he will eventually succeed, and rapidly de¬
velop himBelf into a high-class teacher. Dr. Marks, a
celebrated teacher and musical scientist, said, “ The
most remarkable teachers remain forever pupils who
dare not evade instruction and close their ears to the
word instructors, lest they fall from tlieir calling 'and
reduce themselves to poverty. Indeed, who ever finishes
let rn ig l ThoB« wh > res >gnize this a id really act aj „ \
it, they are the true, honored men among teachers.’!

•

,

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.
BY CHAfl. L. FENTON.

' / ;

The one destructive rock to musical amateurs is over¬
ambition. In the large majority of cafes they attempt to
fly before they cai
ay in
session by
over-exertion; and, in rushing to the goal, forget that
the infinitely large is made up of the infinitely small. A
pri
x> t n<
x is well d
it
can ha done better. When a difficulty arises, it must not
be slurred oVe
t fully n
>n
it is not rare to find that the difficulty of yesterday is tb ■
f to-day, and of next week. r
s is w
g.
When a proper piece of music has been once selected It
should be thoroughly mastered.

than ten pieces blundere
muddy chords, and slov
must remember that the
the result of -his labor; th
which delights them was
it cost him six months’
perfect, they at once cou
he is condemned; they ca
are attributable to a want
ciation or to insufficient
cases, both are true; the
public an unfinished piece
musical appreciation. Th
marring by imperfect ex
. is
~
When yon have learne
if asked. When you have
first, and so on, til? you h
your repertoire. From t
drop one, always, howev
- )m tw lv< i* tw« * l
ting apart a certain num
days in a week, a certain
and so on, making such a
will be played at least tw
the pianist has always som

Worth Thinking Ab

not able to import a Scha
feel discouraged. I am
teachers are equal in eve
cle. By and by we shall
ing that talent and genius
hat is required 1 a teac
to think clearly and to e
stand and create unders
may be made good by in
cher, bi
here must
part of the pupil. Awkw
terous ; but if nature ha
pupil the most skilful ins
fect. A great-musician
teacher, and contrariwis
be a great musician. T
that the larger part of his
- he may be 'guided-and.-w
except by himself. In
notabilities the ambitious
in Mb native.city and th
assiduous work. One th
be and ia taught as well
id . 3, whic
moral atmosphere is mor

regard to the difficulty or kind of piece.)
Mozart.-—Rondo in A minor. Fantasie in D minor.
(Also, naturally, some of the sonatas.)
Haydn.—Fantasie in C major (technical). Variations

Minuetto.”
Louis Pdbst. •“ Aria con vari
Jadassohn. Scherzo (from O
LeschetizTcy.—'“ Les deux alo

in F minor.
■
Parodies.—Toccata in A (technical).
iHandeZ.—Fantaisie in C major. Chaconne in G major
(Peters edition). Suites in E minor and D minor.
Variations (known as the “Harmonious Blacksmith”). Bourr6e in G (transcription).
Bach-St. Saens.—Gavottes in B minor, E major. Overture in D major. Largo and Air.
BeethgvenrBulow.—Six menuets.
Beethoven-Seiss.—" Deutsche Tanze.”
. *
Mendelssohn.—Op. 7, No. 3. Fugue (technical). Op.
33, No. 2 (technical), and of course Op. 14, Op. 28,
Op. 64.

flat.
Reinhold.—11 Suite Mignonne
Schulhoff.—11 Chason Slave.”
Henschel.-r-Polonaise in G m
in G major.
Schutt. “Etude Mignonne.”
-V. Scharwenka. “ Ungarisc
Sternberg.—'“Auf den Lagun
Chadwick.—11 Seherzino ” (S
Whiting.—11 Concert Etude ”
MacDowell.—1“‘Hexenfcanz,”
Wilson G. Smith. Gavotte
Emil Liebling.—Deux Roma

Schubert.—Op. 9j0 (all of them), Op. 94 (selections), Op.
142 (Nos. 3 and 4).
Schumann.—(The only difficulty is to choose; besides
the larger pieces Op. 12 is, of course, musically very
useful, and the first movement of Op. 26 may often
be taken by itself.)
When we come to separate pieces by many different

Schutt. Valse Lente.
Ethelbert Nevin:—Waltz in A
William Mason.—11 Berceus
Toccata.
H. Huss. Etude, “ The
-.
The story ;B told of a famo

composers, they can only be set down one after another

witne8S a real battle; in ord

at random.
Emanuel Bath.—Solfegietto and allegro in F minor

new picture. On his way to
feJH like hail, he was momen

(technical).
.
.
.
Scarlatti.—^The sonatas in the Tausig edition.
Bach-Heintze. Loure in E major.
Krause.- Arpeggio Etude in D minor.
Bargiel- Piano piece in G major (Op. 82; No. 1).
Mozart-Schulhoff. Menuets in E flat major and D

terror, and leaned against a
Regaining possession of him
resolutely advanced into the t
ing, while a sneer of self-B
« shake, then, you miserabl
where you wilI sliake wor8

malor‘
.
A.
.
.
Schulhoff. Agitato.
Also various little things, as
“Chant du Berger,” “DanslesNBois,” “IJne Valse,”
Barcarole (Op. 69).

spirit that in all ages comm
cumstances without, and wea
final greatness.
--—

Gade. “ Aquarellen ” (Litolff edition). •,
Dupont.—Gavotte (Op. 87). “ An Bal” (from “ Roman de dix Pages ”)
X. Scharwenka.—Polonaise and Mazurka (Op. 16).

—-Teachers are quick to
credit for any attainment th
it is no one but themselves t
good results; t.ut should th

Gade.— Idyllen
(Op. 34), 4 Fantasiestilcke ’ (Op.
41), “Arabeske” (Op. 27) (Augener edition).

results? A conscientious te
or less guilty for the non-pro

ing that according to the lines that I had marked.”
He answered, “I am purposely allowing a little.” His
employer said, “ Young man, when I make a mark on
a stick of timber for yon to saw to, half of that pencil
line mast be turned into saw-dust, and the other half
remain on the timber.” It need not be said that this
master workman was greatly sought after for first-class
work. Similarly, pupils never come to the line. They
are this side and that, and never do exactly as pointed
oat by their teacher at the lesson hour.
■

...■

.*

■■■

a

'

point of attainment which
allow a pupil to play wha
engender in time a lack of
a teacher.
There are more ways to
them to dictate the medi
up their music nature. It
a piece for a young Miss
room playing than for one
artist. The former’s rep
dozen or so of well-chos
expected to master all sty
It is a poor plan for a tea
culty in selecting music fo
wishes.

It takes a large amonnt of brains to duly comprehend
' EXAMINATI
small things at their Jrreat worth. Too many pupils
listen in a half attentive way to the instructions of their
1. In what time are Po
2. In what time are W
teache ab u h
mailer letaih mdfa
hej w h th a
3. What is the meani
to Ipkfn their lessons, and because these things seem
minuets and galops?
trifling they neglect to practice them. They forget what
. 4. What is the meanin
that great artist Raphael said, that trifles make up art,
5. What is the differ
but art is no trifle. In the playing of any teacher’s and f?
6. What is Syncopatiorf
pupils there is a general average of perfection and style,.
7. How would yon in
but there are often two or three pupils who perform much f time?
better than this average. Upon an investigation it will
8 Which is the faster,
9. What is the* differe
be found that these superior pupils work up to rather
Exercise?
than away from an ideal. A;
10. What is the differe
for a triplet and the finger
_ _
___ft_ft _ _
__
_
11. What is the differen
12. What is & score in m
Ther re i large nui ber >1 pupil whs irrytfa* sir
13. How do you indica
about them during the lesson hoar, and which evidently
sharp
.
influences them in all their practice, that their advance¬
14. How does rf. differ
15. What is a Phrase ?
ment and success as mnsicians depend upon their
16. What is the meanin
teacher, that when they have secured a first-class teacher
17. What is a Metronom
first-class results are a matter of course. It need not be
18. What is the effect o
..said that this view of the situation is entirely erroneous.
19. What does this sign
The truth is, the better the teacher, the more careful
20.
Is there any differ
and painstaking ‘must be the practice of the pupil.
and Harmony? ' '
Ordinary teachers spend their exertions largely in the
21. Is there a 'differenc
self evident. They explain things that need no .explana¬
22. What is the differen
tion ; they give their endeavors to the commonplace, and time of a piece of music?
23. If you had played t
of coarse with commonplace results. While the teacher
of high’grade points out things, with ample illustrations
and explanations, that the pupil would never see for
himself, and men great is art were the ones who made

to. repeat Borne part out
would yon indicate that?

24. What does the Wor
515. .Can you fell why y

skill designed mer lj for 1 attainment >i some j ir- the hearer; the work must
ticular accomplishment or utility. Knowledgi ’ u>\ sed, entirety, a unity—then" onl
power, bat it is power not merely for external action Jeligh that lie iu
h revea
and the winning of material benefits, but also for
The attainment of a list
the inner development and for the satisfaction of the of course, only the result
demands which the mind makes upon itself for its own the final attainment of the
higher gratifications. Musical education, if it would early, then, should the foun
gain the respect of the reason, must also have both of this high power be laid ?
objects in view; together With its more apparent pur¬ in n t i3
Tl ' .ichi lg
poses, it muBt refine and sharpen that inner sense which now-a^ays, at sere mech
delights in beauty and responds to all the forms which it " tury ago it was not so. Fewe
may assume. These two powers, the executive and the they learned it better. Thos
perceptive, nfust grow together; eaph alike most be . merely spent seven or eigh
under the intelligent eacher’s ;are.
two or three years or more
■How little this obvious truth ia considered by a great- by those who aimed only at
number of teachers of music, is evident to one who now it is thought enough to
observes students in their attendance upon concerts
, hoi eu r ii * , lytbing
and learns the impression musical performances make forte is mainly responsible f
upon them.
That very-element that makes a musical music cult e n live? al i
. composition a work of art, instead of a series of unre¬ has relieved the student fro
lated sounds, is the ■ very element which commonly harmony as an essential to
escapes them altogether. Never having been led, to expression by means of th
observe that the proportion and structure of parts is'' concert ear by tuning his in
not random, hut ■ under the control of a shaping and up the pianoforte, and we w
plastic intelligence^ "they receive only a, sensuous im- on the whole,' the greatest
> pression; melodious phrases are heard, as It. were, century, but it has narrowed
detached; their vital relationship to other portions is ing,'sad there is need of
not perceived ; the power that results from growth, methods. The training of t
development, and climax is to them as though it earliest lessons. ' Then, lit
were not.
Having no perception of anything but prudently, the pupil’s mind
striking melody, rhythm, and tone color, they do musical work contains some
not listen down through a musical work,-,bnt only' that it has a plan that exis
along its surface, the rich involutions of harmony at the beginning. I have
and modulation, the orderly confusion of polyphony, idea,
to son
ho had
the masterly handling of materials, ami the grouping a composer writes a piece b
of sections to contrast with and enhance the effect of ~ to " show even
child that
each other—all this which reveals the master’s learning before it is translated into s
sad invention, and which is the delight of the trained work to s sme ixtenfc as it C
ear and the deveiope m id, is almost, if V
rite, lost The pupil ban gradually b
upon them. They may go through a season that is rich and phrases have a plan a
in a rasltiimh of great performances and yet receivelittle harmony js an element of b
permanent benefit, for they hav<
\srd only t us melody is not formless, tha
part of the music; and, more than that, they ce not re¬ of certain melodies form th
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(A) With the damper pedal also. See preface in regard to
(B) 'Quarter notes with, the right hand. '
.
.
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best in mnsic, to say nothing of performing the same,
one must have a knowledge of theory, which is as indis¬
pensable in laying a foundation and in future progress
as technique. By “technique” one should not under¬
stand merely .the facility of the? finger, the flopping of
the hand, lii .
swing-sign in
gale of rind, or, in
fa t an] me c g mm
feal >r ‘
get gymna tie ’
cover a multitude of sins, aud produce a corresponding
amount of harm, but rather it is the power to do all
that mind can conceive toward the interpretation of art.
* f< ach wad I ohnit will la th< fou d tion on k h
this structure will rest, and will do it in a surprisingly
short time.
A danger that is, and has been, is. that . as. soon as a
■ fork fata ling o jinalitj appears or of >articnlai
utility, many teachers have made, undue .haste to
adopt it, and to give an introductory volume or two
to lead up to it. But, alas, they too often lead from
nowhere in particular, aud leave yon anywhere in
general.
To lay a foundation, a teacher must be careful to
build slowly, and use no means that w;ill not be of
direct application in the rendition of the pianist’s reper¬
toire. A pianist has to do enough stretching, twisting,
and cramping, without doing any that is neither of use
nor in any way helpful. We cannot place our pupils on
a bed of roses at first, but we can at least give them a
glimpse of, as we lead them onward to, the beauties and
enjoyments of the rare exotic sf artistic development,
thou
tl
iy prick at times,
such is art.
And it goes without saying that artistic sensibility is
the mortar to cement the bricks, theory, and technique,
and together form the base.

—To be an artist is to be a poet; to be touched by all
revelatio 3 c
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nterpenetrated by them, and know to enjoy thorn.
How many great painters, how many illustrious musitiana ware never artist? ia thedesp; tmeari igof the
wordj—i

time 1 juirefl for 11 s ear
art namely of thinking i
were to memorize it at t
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getting the fingers so
binations.
Not the least importan
education is that of con
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ing must be carried forw
able, and in such way aB
by the shortest roads, an
action upon the purely
The older technical exe
the like, were rather hos
the fingers in ex; . assive
action in playing any g
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hearers will share with m
system of technic is mo
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1pet ien so offered
The to- Bt import rat j
which I now approach—
lean hat ail the nusica
place or a vicinity are to
to what our English frie
great school, namely, th
to avail themselves of eac
agement in music. The
each having in its train i
quences. It may' be by
which the students devo
musical reading, .or it m
voted to musical history
one • com poser.1 or it m
movement to support' a s
programmes of "which a
to interesting the mass
without at the same tim
too much or too heavy in
pupils of.
ter
from the playing. In a
or ac
jt icions combination 1res
ids ad pan unselfish spirit. Just
glory begins to find pla
integration will show th
sary to pause awhile. T
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concert-giving.
This suggests a thought which we ought, by all means,
to set about realizing at once. Nothing is more vague
and unsatisfactory than present judgment upon the abili¬
ties and characteristic of the artists who are gone. The
vast majority of them live only in analyses, criticisms,
and rhapsodies in which comparison with their con¬
temporaries and predecessors plays a large and .confusing
part How did those who Bupply the comparison play or
sing 1 How often are we called on to say which of two
pianists, both of whom died before we were born, was
the greater artist? Who has not been asked to fix the
position of Madame Adelina Patti among the singers of
the world and say how she compares with Jenny Lind,
MalitosSontagj and the rest of the melodious throng
way back to La Bastardella? Now, it is entirely feasible
for ns to provide a sonnd basis for such comparative
critcism in the future, so far as the mechanism of the art
and the things which belong to its intellectual side are con¬
cerned. I make the limitation advisedly, for, as yet, there
must be a great loss of tonal charm and character in all at¬
tempts to imprison a voice in the phonograph. A singer’s
technical achievements, range, taste, and understanding
can be measured in a phonographic reproduction of her
singing just as her physical appearance can be judged by
a photograph. It is, therefore, feasible to establish a
museum, if you will, of examples which will serve to
enable the future student, historian, or critic to judge of
the art of all the great ones now alive. How marvelous
the vista which this idea opens ? At .last the thing in
music which has been hopelessly evanescent is subject to
preservation. The song need not die with the singer,
nor the tone of Joachim’s violin, in Joachim’s hands,
perish with the body of the violinist. ^Hereafter we will
have something besides the Written or printed page to
help, us form an idea of the art-tastes, and tendencies of
- a past era. *
I must not go on in this vein lest I forget the critical
boundaries which I myself have set. Let who will pursue
the lovely speculation. So far as I have gone, the verities,
as we have them to-day, have not been violated.
Herr
Dessauer’s suggestion touching the employment of the

to be hearer as well as p
the only thing in the w
miracle.

Mr. Goodwin laid stre
graph as a help in teachi
dictation. He proposed
scribing simple melodies
teacher, and be led on g
nies. The importance o
is but slightly appreciate
the mere executant, esp
who is obliged always to
the tones which he produ
tion is invaluable. If
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All musicians, I imagin
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to associate keys and th
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instrument. These thing
. after all, they are-crutc
movement of the music
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without this mechanical
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without being obliged t
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home as he practices h
This brings me to the
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of learned men that folk
into ethnological study
much of the m iterial th
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with scientific method

musicians may be found in a slight modification of
the old saying—tempova mutantur et nos mutamur in

leading foreign orchest
analytical programmes

illis—the times have changed because we have changed

and biographic notes o

with them.

In other words, musicians to-day deserve

arouses the interest of

more honor than they did formerly, because they are
no longer mere playing puppets, but educated men and

ixttsntive—a most imp
serious music—for listl

women.

our concert halls.

Not that

Hadyn,

Mozart,

Schnbert, and

Weber were withont education, but they had to suffer
for the general ignorance of members of their profes-

Take another illustra
to a circle of friends

sion along with the rest; and, to be perfectly frank, it

They would no doubt

must be admitted that the. education of the greatest

planation, though they

composers - of former centuries was very

one-sided,

and not nearly as general as that of modern composers
like

Schumann,

Berlioz,

Liszt,

and

Wagner,

who

melancholy;

but if yo

thing he ever wrote, an

because he was too we

wielded the author’s pen as successfully as the com-

it over on the pianofo

poser’s, and were interesting writers on other subjects

would be doubled, and
play the piece again.

The three composers who became chiefly responsible
for the change by constantly and emphatically insisting

does a knowledg
musician’s power and

on the dignity of their art and profession, were Beethoven, Liszt, and Wagner.

Beethoven, feeling

that
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common or vulgar, his music is that of the apostle of the

boyhood, sad this permis

beautiful.

Mozart, the music-medallion maker, was his

roam about at will in the

model, Setthstian Bach, the severe classicist, his constant

has never seemed to abus

study.

object in view.

Surely, George Sand was right when she said:

“ We must make great progress in our taste and appre¬

He was once stopped i

ciation of the musical art, “ before the works of Chopin

suggested that he did n

can obtain the popularity they deserve. ’ ’

melodious motif,

“ Ah

thinking of my country, a

11 I

AS A STUDENT.

at her wrongs in those ru

"CbSfHn was a composer before he was a student.

which you call excesses;”

Albert. Zwyny was the lad’s first teacher, and to him

and sympathy with her wo

little Frdddric confided the secret that he had composed

music.

many little tnnes before his first lesson, but as he did not

himself with the sound

know how to put his “ tunes ” on paper he came to his

in wandering from village

teacher for assistance,* and thus it seems that Zwyny’s

folk songs arid dance tunes

first work was in transcribing in musical nomenclature

mads of these home airs

the melodies that had been teeming in the boy’s brain.

At his first appearance a

As a student Chopin worked hard and earnestly, Hot

provised beautiful little e

only at the mere mechanism of his exercises, bat also in

wMch he was so fascinat

trying to solve the real meaning of the composer whose

Vienna the piece that c

work he was studying.

Hewas grounded on Bach by

that at its last hearing th

vatory at Warsaw, and the truth which he saw displayed

dancing on the benches t

of pleasure and profit to him.

Chopin, in his younger

but as he grew older he c

The habit gained when a lad, of reading between the

mMi

was a Polish dance, and

Eisner, who for years had him in his care in his conser¬
in all of Bach’s severely classical pages was ever a source

m

As a boy he roam

to compositions for the o

lines, soon .came to be, second nature to him, and this

so fond, and from which

most profitable study of the works of other and older

marvelous results.

musicians was his greatest sonree of information.

there is ever apparent a

Even

And

after leaving home and while in Vienna he writes of the

are scored—as if the c

progress he has made in his own work by studying the

acquainted with the var

scores of others.

sparing nse of the resou

This habit of studying the works of others is one too

And sb it is as a co

little in vogue these days, and yet it jf one of the most

must be judged, and as

efficient aids to any student.

And to prove the efficacy

their talents to the writi

■6f this mode of dstudy, take this single instance
The one .young American woman who has forced her¬

his self-imposed restricti

self into conspicuous notice of late by the excellence of
her orchestral and vocal writing has never had a lesson

of piano mnsic.
His pieces number bn

in orchestration or any of its kindred branches, and has

but a thin volume for

rlearned all she knows by studying treatises by herself
andhy hearing good music. To every orchestral con-

all of his energies, all

is a

t of i •

h is been lavif hed ii finit

so far as I am aware, ever begins without knowing beforehand the things he is to teach..
Will not some eminent American teacher compile and
publish a graded list (not too voluminous) of pieces
suitable for teaching ? It would be of inestimable value
to students who wish to qualify themselves properly, and
a belated prize to thousands of young teachers who are

and atady by the pupil. In
too highly recommend to th
gce Df Kohler’s studies, Op
jeast are notj equalled by a
pryj yea. They must necess
though with proper atudy th
e8t;ng> Fo person wishing t

often distressed because they do not know what to give

should neglect to practice th

a pupu

thege arpegg;o studies in th

ext.

some peoele who attend conoeets—fred. A. williams, scale studies which are unsu
There are people who seem to attend concerts for the trol the fingers.
Bole purpose of talking. They do not enjoy the nmsic,
1
for they do not listen to it. They alBO mar the enjoythe “artist”—
ment of persona who would like to listen. Not long
The word “Artist” is
ago, while at a concert, I was unfortunate enough to be a worthy musical compositi
seated near some people who kept up a continual coxj5;-3and an intelligent listener,
versatiou while some of the most beautiful music ever into the performance. The
written was being played by artists. Just as a string absorbed in the scientific
quartette finished a beautiful Andante by Beethoven, I other hand, he may be like
heard one of these persons say he could not hear any trical apparatus charged wit
music in that. He supposed it was because it was too complete the cirquit betwee
classical for him . to understand; thought he was not listener, will produce that

educated up to such music, ete. 1 thought he told the perlj called musical art. H
trnthmone sense ofthe rrord, for an educated person lh6 soul-fibres that wonderf
would at least haye had Au_ mauuera do koep qmet at men. Many cultivate the t
each a time. Bat Ithonght had he tahen the pants to ,;Btie ability, hut very few cu
hstun und possessed a partrcle of feed,ng m hrs uoul (rf „f Brought .ud feeling whic
he had one), he would at least have hue toaohed by
These people belong to that class who:arrive at concerts late, and generally leave the hall just before the
last number is played. This is often yery annoying to
people who have the good manners to Btay until' the
programme Is finished, and is also an" insult to the
musicians. It is true that programmes are often so long
that a, great many people become tired out before they
are finished. Therefore short programmes, as a rule,
make the most successful concerts.

by girfug its thrill to their h
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A GAME FOR EVE

This Method is something entirely new. Every piece
is especially arranged * for the Reed Organ. They are
selected from
bes composers. Each piece is cop!
onsly annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given
the pupil m to the best way of practicing and learning it.
Pieces are oarafoly graded.1 Every 'difficulty is grot
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed
Organ Tonch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected
feature).'. Phrasing is successfully'taught. The ,whys and
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects stt© fully illustrated.
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— Break Forth into Joy (Easter) ..!......
©eo.B.Nevim. The day is gently sinking........................
8t®sar4 St rot n> I will ill ujtoii ha > ora.
.
Haydn-Brown. Surely the Righteous.
Harvey fflnrray. I will Extol Thee.
Aldrich. In Thee, O God, do I put My Trust.
S. M. Brewer. More Love to Thee, O Christ.
— O Jesus, Thou art Standing................
— Rest in Thee......
......—
®. B. Brown. The Sabbath Morn...
— Again the Day returns....
F. M. Cowen. Light in Darkness..
W. Maciiarrem. Praise Ye the Lord...
LADIES’ VOICES.
49. P. Bidder. Hymn of Trust.......
Brown. The Veil of Eve is Falling (Soprano Solo) ..............
49. W. Mrarsdon. Blossom Time (rrio).............
— The River of Rest (Trio).............!.
— VesperSong (Trio).....:....-......
— The Night hath a Thousand Eyes......;...
J. It. BoecSsel. Youth (Trio)............................ ........ ......
— On the River (Trio)...................•...
— Marching Song (Trio).......
— Tally-Ho! (Trio).....
—Vesper Song (Trio).. ........r...
— Sleigh Bells (Trio) ....49. W. Marsdom. When Green Leaves Come Again...
— The Sands o’Dee..;...........
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12
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12
!12
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15
10
10
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16
16
16
16
16
16

MEN’S VOICES.
F. Miller. Hope. ...
3H. Bruch. Salamis..
JJ. Bheinbereer. Salentin von Isenburg.
M. Bruch. Roman Song of Triumph.
A. Earadeffpreiv 'The Forge Scene.........
JJ. W. Calcodt. In Awful Pause.....
49. Schreck. Forest Bight...........
®. C9«ldihark. Calm Sea and Happy Voyage.
M. Esaer. Mahomet’s Song..............
_ A. JMT.-Ourry, MyHhopherd is the Lord....
J. M. Brewer. Oft in the Stilly Night..................; ...........
— Sea-shine........
— The Fisher’s Song.
F. Liszt, . Cavalry Song.
J. H. Brewer. Sing, Ring, Music wasGiven. •
5. Bolf, T .* < wilight Fades B * m Ms ......

30
30
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20
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20
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CANTATAS AND CHORAL WORKS.
Mra. M. M. A. Beach, Festival Jubilate.net
6, -W. 4'hawlwlek. Phosnix Explrans. (The Dying Pbm.
net
Ardbur Feote.The Skeleton in Armor. Piano Score.
( p 28
....> .
Frank; Lynes. Cantata, The Curfew Bel!. Op. 16......net
€J. W, SSarsdou. David. Sacred Dramatic Cantata. (In
Press)
- ‘.
.. .. ... . ... net
49eo. E. Whiilngr- Dream Pictures. Op. 19........net
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Ctmtpteiv Graded -€ataXoffu'4.aud-XHamo Teachers*
,', .JComwoI. sent free upon application.

Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled
to all parts of the Country.
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